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Toda&Nel-lo has hired Jorge del Castillo, who joins from Uría Menéndez to reinforce its Madrid
Tax department
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Jorge del Castillo Golding (pictured) has joined Toda&Nel-lo Madrid Tax department as a senior
lawyer to join Lourdes Pérez-Luque's team. Coming from Uría Menéndez, where he has worked
from 2011 until last April, Jorge has ten years of experience in Tax Law, specifically in International
Taxation, investment and divestment operations outside Spain and Taxation of Corporate
Restructuring operations and Joint Ventures.

He holds a degree in Law and Business Administration and Management from the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid and a Master's degree in Tax Consultancy from IE in 2011.

He is an associate lecturer at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid in Comparative Taxation and
Business Tax Planning for the MBA (University Master's degree in Business Administration and
Management) and Business Taxation for the MAC (University Master's degree in Auditing and
Accounting).

On his appointment, Lourdes Pérez-Luque, partner and head of Tax at Toda & Nel-lo, said: "Jorge
del Castillo joins Toda & Nel-lo just one month after the incorporation of the new Tax team in the
Madrid office. For us, it is a pleasure to have Jorge as a new member of the team as he brings
dynamism and solid knowledge and we continue to strengthen the practice of the tax law area with
a special focus on wealth management and international taxation."

For his part, Jorge del Castillo added: "I am very excited about this new project at Toda & Nel-lo; a
firm with a long legal tradition and an exciting project in Madrid that is growing at a national level
and where, from now on, I hope to be able to contribute with my experience and perspective."
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